Elementary and Secondary School Emergency Relief (ESSER) Funds Resource Approval

We are delighted to announce that Talent Enthusiasts’ services, including the Hope Survey, have been confirmed as approved resources for the use of Elementary and Secondary School Emergency Relief (ESSER) related funds.

Between March 27, 2020, and March 11, 2021, Congress approved funds dedicated to the relief and recovery of elementary and secondary schools from the impacts that have and continue to result from the global COVID-19 pandemic. These ESSER I and II, and ARP ESSER funds may be utilized in the purchase, consultation, and ongoing administration of the following products and services of Talent Enthusiasts.

- The Hope Survey
- Strengths and hope-related workshops with students and staff
- Hope-based school review, structural design, and process implementation
- Transition management and hope-related retention planning

Growing hope with students, staff, and your school community is a proven way to build a resilient school culture. Hope is a pragmatic pathway to building individual voice and strengthening teams, resulting in significant gains in achievement, innovation, engagement, and social-emotional competency. For more information regarding these approved products and services or to engage with us, please respond directly to this message or via our website at https://www.thetalententhusiasts.com/contact.

We look forward to connecting with you soon!

In appreciation,
Your Talent Enthusiasts Team

Talent Enthusiasts
584 Fountain St.
Fountain City, WI 54629
608.360.5800
thetalententhusiasts.com